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Streamer-induced transport in the presence of trapped ion modes
in tokamak plasmas
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Global gyrokinetic Vlasov simulations for trapped ion modes are performed by solving a Vlasov
equation averaged over the cyclotron and bounce motions of trapped ions. The distribution function,
for trapped ions, is then calculated in a two-dimensional phase space, parametrized by the
longitudinal action �energy� and the magnetic moment in presence of magnetic shear. The physical
mechanism of the saturation processes between streamerlike structures and zonal flows in relation
to the suppression of turbulent transport is discussed. The magnetic shear is identified to play a key
role in the dominant streamer-induced transport regime, which exhibits a Bohm-like scaling. The
interaction of streamerlike structures with plasma turbulence is shown to produce the inverse
cascade that condenses onto long-wavelength trapped ion structures, on the basis on wave triad
interactions. © 2010 American Institute of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3474955�

I. INTRODUCTION

Plasma turbulence, which is believed to be one of the
key components which determines the plasma behavior, is
often characterized by the formation of anisotropic structures
such as zonal flows or streamer.1–3 In the context of tokamak
plasmas, zonal flow is n=0 electrostatic potential fluctua-
tions, driven by nonlinear interactions, which transfer energy
from the finite n-drift waves to the n=0 flow, with n being
the toroidal number here. Thus zonal flows are elongated
asymmetric purely radial variations of the electrostatic po-
tential, whereas streamers are convective cells localized in
the potential direction and extended radially, which is the
opposite limit of anisotropy from that of the zonal flows. An
important role of zonal flow in regulating turbulence and
transport is now broadly accepted.4,5 Indeed zonal flow may
regulate and partially suppress drift-wave turbulence and
transport. Zonal flow dynamics are mesoscopic phenomena
occurring on spatial scales between those of the turbulence
correlation length and characteristic scale lengths of the den-
sity profiles.

On the other hand, it can be expected that the presence
of streamers may have a significant impact on the resulting
turbulent transport. On general grounds, it is reasonable to
expect an enhancement of turbulent transport in presence of
streamers. Such structures may occur in the saturation pro-
cesses in ion temperature gradient �ITG� instabilities and, in
particular, in the case of the growth of trapped ion modes
�TIMs� in the collisionless regime. Usually both structures,
zonal flows, or streamers do not occur simultaneously and
the appearance of streamers may be usually an indication of
the relative weakness of zonal flow generation in plasmas.
However the saturation mechanism of fully developed colli-
sionless trapped electron mode �TEM� turbulence driven
electron temperature gradient �ETG� instability is today an
open question. Streamers are recently expected to occur also
in the saturation process of TEMs and in ETG driven turbu-
lence. While the generation of zonal flows in collisionless

TEM turbulence is predicted by theoretical calculations,6,7 it
has been proposed recently8 that the nonlinear saturation
mechanism of ETG driven TEM is not zonal flow generation
�in contrast to the ITG case�, but perpendicular particle dif-
fusion, induced by E�B nonlinearities on the long-
wavelength transport dominated modes. Competition be-
tween streamers and zonal flow has been studied in Ref. 9 for
ETG and in Ref. 10 using the modulational stability method.
A transport enhancement by streamers was found in Ref. 11
for ETG.

An essential and interesting question is what physical
parameters determine the formation of zonal flows or stream-
ers in ITG or ETG turbulence. In particular, trapped modes
seem to play a major role in anomalous transport. In the
present paper, we address the question how streamers can
give rise to an increase of the transport induced by TIM
instabilities. TIMs are characterized by frequencies of the
order of the trapped particle precession frequency and radial
scales of the order of several banana widths. These properties
make TIMs have a global nature, i.e., large radial correlation
lengths that can vary on the equilibrium scale length rather
than on the ion gyroradius scale length usually associated
with the kinetic microinstabilities. Such trapped ion driven
modes are thus a simple prototype of kinetic instability since
they are driven through the resonant interaction between a
wave and trapped ions through their precession motion. They
imply low toroidal numbers �n�100� and lead to streamer-
induced turbulence.

Major mechanisms of microturbulence transport are
studied here: forward cascade processes and inverse cascade
�which behaves like a critical nonlinear phenomenon for ki-
netic instabilities near threshold�, polarization effect on satu-
ration, turbulence stabilization by zonal flow, or reversed
magnetic shear. The streamers are mostly destroyed by the
zonal flow generation, which is found to be important in the
stabilization by reversed magnetic shear. Nonlinear three-
wave coupling is occurring in TIM instability and long-
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wavelength streamerlike structures are observed in simula-
tion as the result of a condensation process in the saturation
mechanism. Although here, our focus is on the dynamics of
TIM in the context of ITG turbulence, our model may also
be extended to other types of streamer-dominated turbulence,
driven for instance by TEM.

II. THE KINETIC MODEL FOR TIM

A. The gyrokinetic Vlasov equation

In order to provide a simple physical picture of the
bounce motion and TIMs, we review the guiding center treat-
ment of trapped ions in high aspect ratio ���1� tokamaks
given by Kadomtsev and Pogutse.12 The motion of a charge
particle in a tokamak is described by the motion of the guid-
ing center after averaging the cyclotron motion. It is then
characterized by three invariants: the adiabatic invariant �,
the energy E, and the toroidal kinetic momentum M. Their
expressions are

� =
miv�

2

2B�xG�
, �1�

E =
1

2
mivG�

2 + �B�xG� , �2�

M = e��xG� + miR�xG�vG�, �3�

where e and mi are the charge and mass of trapped ions, and

B�r,	� = b�r,	�B0 = B0�1 +
r

R0
�1 − cos 	�� �4�

is the magnetic field modulus for large aspect ratio tokamak,
R�r ,	� is the major radius, and ��r� is the poloidal flux nor-
malized to 2
. B0 is the minimal value of B at 	=0 �R=R0

being then the major radius�. Here the label G refers to the
guiding center and xG corresponds to �r ,	� coordinates.

The initial work of Kadomtsev and Pogutse indicated
that the TIM has a real frequency below the diamagnetic drift
frequency �� and below the bounce frequency �b. TIMs
were obtained by averaging over the fast scales �cyclotron
and bounce motions�. This task is made easier in the frame-
work of the Hamiltonian formalism,13–17 when the phase
space �x ,p� may be described by a system of three action
variables Jk�x ,p��k=1,2 ,3� and their three corresponding
angular variables �k�x ,p�. Foundations of nonlinear gyroki-
netic theory may be found in Refs. 18 and 19.

Such canonically conjugate variables Jk, constants of
motion, and �k varying linearly with time, result from the
integrality of the trajectories in the unperturbed tokamak
magnetic configuration. Thus the invariants E, �, and M are
related to the action variables J1, J2, and J3 when we as-
sumed that the Hamiltonian at equilibrium is a function of
only J= �J1 ,J2 ,J3�, i.e., H=H0�J� and the laws of motion are

dJ

dt
= −

�H0�J�
��

= 0, �5�

d�

dt
=

�H0�J�
�J

= ��J� = ��c,�b,�d� , �6�

or equivalently

Jk = const and �k = kt + const. �7�

The trajectory can be rewritten as �see Ref. 16�

	G = 	̂�J,�2� , �8�

�G = �3 + q�r0�	̂�J,�2� + �̂�J,�2� , �9�

rG = r0 + r̂�J,�2� . �10�

The functions 	̂�J ,�2� and �̂�J ,�2� are periodic in �2 and
represent the bounce motion and the deviation from the regu-
lar precession motion, respectively. The low-frequency re-
sponse for TIM is obtained by making a phase-angle average
over the cyclotron phase �1 and over the bounce motion
phase �2 �the “banana” orbit�. Only the precession motion is
explicitly taken into account in the model and this phase-
angle average leads to �where the angular variable is �
= ��1 ,�2 ,�3��

�k =
d�k

dt
=

�H̃

�Jk
, �11�

�dJk

dt
�

k=1,2
= 0 and

dJ3

dt
� 0. �12�

Thus each adiabatic invariant reduces the dimensionality
by a factor of 2. Finally the two important variables are the
precession phase �3=�−q	 �assuming in first approximation
that �̂=0 in Eq. �9�� and the poloidal flux � related to J3

�M =e��r0�, where r0 is an average radius�, which plays the
role of the radial coordinate. In that case, �� ,�3� space looks
like the usual �r ,	� space.

The rigorous derivation of the bounce-kinetic Vlasov
equation follows the Hamiltonian formalism described by
Garbet et al.17 The evolution of an ensemble of particles is
then described by a distribution function f�J ,� , t�, which
satisfies the Vlasov equation

df

dt
=

� f

�t
+ �f ,H� = 0, �13�

where

�f ,H� =
� f

��1

�H

�J1
+

� f

��2

�H

�J2
+

� f

��3

�H

�J3
−

� f

�J1

�H

��1

−
� f

�J2

�H

��2
−

� f

�J3

�H

��3
�14�

is the usual Poisson bracket. The introduction of a Hamil-
tonian H�� ,J , t� and the distribution function f�� ,J , t� in
the form �i.e., as the sum of the equilibrium term and a
perturbation term�

H��,J,t� = H0�J� + 	
n,�

H̃n,��J�ei�n.�−�t�, �15�
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f��,J,t� = F0�J� + 	
n,�

f̃n,��J�ei�n.�−�t�, �16�

allows us to write the perturbed term f̃n,��J� in the form of a
sum of a adiabatic term �first term in Eq. �17� and a resonant
wave-particle contribution �Landau-type�, where for TIM,
the term n .� reduces to n3�d�� ;s��,

f̃n,��J� = −
F0�J�
T0�J3�

H̃n,��J�

+
F0�J�
T0�J3�

� − n . ��

� − n . ��J� + i0+H̃n,��J� . �17�

Here n denotes a triplet of integers. We have also assumed
that each population �or class of solutions� is in thermal equi-
librium on each magnetic surface. We can use a local de-
scription in the form

F0�J� =
n0�J3,t�

�2
miT0�J3��3/2exp
−
H0�J�
T0�J3�� , �18�

where the density n0 and the temperature T0 are dynamical
variables depending only on the radius r0 of the magnetic
surface occupied, on the average by particle. For trapped
particles, n0 and T0 are functions of the action variable J3. In
that case, it is easily proved that

dF0

dJ3
=

F0�J�
T0

��� −
dH0

dJ3
� , �19�

where the diamagnetic frequency is given by

�� = T0
 1

n0

dn0

dJ3
+

1

T0

dT0

dJ3
�H0

T0
−

3

2
�� . �20�

We now introduce the Hamiltonian in the following form
�with the assumption that T0 is constant�:

H = H0�J� + H̄ = �d��;s�
E

T0
� + Ĵ0Ũ = �d��;s�

E

T0
� + Ū ,

�21�

where Ū= Ĵ0Ũ and Ĵ0 is the operator which transforms the

fluctuating potential perturbation term Ũ into its global gy-
roaverage �bounce motion plus cyclotron motions�. The re-
duced gyrokinetic Vlasov equation is then given by

df̄

dt
=

� f̄

�t
+

d�3

dt

� f̄

��3
+

d�

dt

� f̄

��
= 0, �22�

where f̄ = f̄E,��� ,�3 , t� is the trapped ion distribution func-
tion. The characteristics are then given by the following
equations:

d�3

dt
= �d��;s�

E

T0
+

�

��
�Ĵ0Ũ� , �23�

d�

dt
= −

�

��3
�Ĵ0Ũ� . �24�

The self-consistency constraint is

Ce� eŨ

T0
− �e� eŨ

T0
� − Ci�̄� eŨ

T0
� = n̄i − npi, �25�

where npi is the passing ion density and the gyroaveraged
pseudodensity of trapped ions is given by

n̄i��3,�,t� =
2

�

�

0

�

d� E

T0
�� E

T0

��
0

�max

d��K���Ĵ0 f̄�,E��3,�,t� . �26�

In previous expression we have Ce= �1+�� / fp and Ci

=Cefp /�, where fp=2�2� /
 is the fraction of trapped ions

and �=Ti /Te. The gyroaverage operator is Ĵ0

=J0�k��c�J0�k��b� in the Fourier space, with �c and �b being
the ion gyroradius and the ion banana width, respectively.
We focus now on the features of the bounce and precession
motions.

B. The bounce motion

For a trapped particle, as d�2 /dt=�b, the revolution of
the banana motion is completed within a time

Tb =
2


�b
= �

−	0

+	0 q0R0d	

�2E/mi
�1 − �b�	�

, �27�

where 1−�b�	�=miv�
2 /2E, �=�B0 /E, and E= 1

2miv�
2

+�B0b�	�. Note that v� =0 leads to the angle limit 	0 given
by b�	0�=1 /�. Using b�	�=1+2� sin2�	 /2� we have for the
bounce frequency

�b =�2E

mi

1

q0R0
�̄b��;s� . �28�

The previous integral can be easy determined by introducing
the new variable � �the pitch-angle parameter� defined by

�2 = sin2�	0

2
� =

1 − �

2��
. �29�

Trapped particles are characterized by ��1, while ��1 cor-
responds to passing ions. A little algebra gives the expression

�̄b��� �

��

2�2

1

K���
, �30�

where K��� and E��� are the complete elliptic integral of the
first and second kind, respectively.

C. Toroidal precession motion

The precession frequency �3=d�3 /dt=�d is determined
by the average over the bounce motion �i.e., over 	�. We
have

�d =
E

eB0R0

�dq

dr
�

r0

�	 sin 	�	 +
q�r0�

r0
�cos 	�	� . �31�

We can write the frequency in the form
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�d��;s� =
q0E

r0eB0R0
�̄d��;s� = �d0

E

T0
�̄d��;s� , �32�

where the dimensionless quantity is

�̄d��;s� =

�
−	0

+	0 �s	 sin 	 + cos 	�d	


�1 − �b�	�

�
−	0

+	0 d	


�1 − �b�	�

. �33�

Equation �33� can be simply derived by Kadomtsev in the
form

�̄d��;s� =
2E���
K���

− 1 + 4s�E���
K���

+ �2 − 1� , �34�

where s= �r0 /q0��dq /dr�r=r0
is the magnetic shear. In a pre-

vious work, Fong and Hahm20 derived the nonlinear electro-
static bounce-averaged kinetic equations via phase space La-
grangian Lie-perturbation theory. They give the general form
of the neoclassical polarization density term and take into
account the contribution from the toroidal excursion in addi-
tion to the radial excursion. Our model uses a simplified
expression of the neoclassical polarization density. However
apart from the introduction of the drift frequency �dE-term,
Eq. �22� is a kinetic version of the Hasegawa–Mima �de-
noted here HM� model.21 Our model describes the resonant
interaction between a wave and trapped ions via their preces-
sion motion. Equation �22� describes the ITG-driven turbu-
lence and in particular the E�B nonlinearity. From these
considerations, TIMs are expected to have an interchange
modelike character with the possibility of inverse
cascade.22–24 Numerical simulations carried out here indicate
that the polarization drift term do not play a major role in the
initial phase of growth of the streamer-type turbulence. How-
ever a previous work25 indicated that the polarization nonlin-
earity may modify the transport scaling. The effect of the
polarization term will be investigated in Sec. VI B.

III. CONNECTION WITH THE HASEGAWA–MIMA
MODEL

It is well known that theoretical understanding of zonal
flows and streamers in the context of tokamak plasmas has
started with studies based on the drift-wave model and, in
particular, the HM model. In toroidal geometry, it must be
pointed out that the simplest model that allows the study of
instabilities induced by electrostatic drift waves is that of
Hasegawa and Watakani.26 In its classic form, the HM
equations21 read in the slab �x ,y� geometry,

d

dt
�U − ��

2 U − x� = 0, �35�

d

dt
=

�

�t
−

�U

�y

�

�x
+

�U

�x

�

�y
. �36�

Here the time t, the space variables x and y, and the electro-
static potential U=U�x ,y , t� are normalized appropriately.
Usually streamers �modes with kx=0 in the slab geometry�
can be generated even by the linear instability mechanism

�although the nonlinear excitation is also possible�, whereas
a zonal flow structure �the mode with ky =0� can be generated
only through nonlinear processes. Large-scale structures �in-
cluding such zonal flows and/or streamers� are nonlinearly
generated through the three-wave coupling modulation in
turbulent fluctuations. The mechanism is based on the triad
interactions and is attributed to the development of a modu-
lation, or parametriclike type instability induced by the
small-scale turbulence.

It is worth pointing out, at this stage, that the HM model
described above contains two nonlinear terms. The first one
is the E�B convective nonlinearity leading to a forward
energy cascade into the shorter scale lengths. The polariza-
tion drift nonlinearity, appearing by the term ��U, is well
studied in gyrokinetic modeling and is known to cascade
power toward long scales �indeed an inverse enstrophy cas-
cade�. Thus the nonlinear generation of large-scale streamer-
type structures �here denoted as LSSS�, at the saturation pro-
cess, may be governed by a symmetry breaking mechanism
which will ensure selective condensation of power into one
of these two shear flow. Such a tendency to generate large-
scale modes has been already observed in plasma
turbulence.27 For instance, in flute turbulence,28 such large-
scale structures are called the generalized Kelvin–Helmholtz
modes.

Several remarks must be pointed out.

�i� A more realistic description of plasma turbulence29 on
ion-gyroradius scales necessitates the introduction of
a mean potential �U�y leading to

d

dt
�U − �U�y − ��

2 U − x� = 0. �37�

Indeed Eq. �37�, in its generalized form, allows the
description of systems with generation of strong zonal
flows �ky =0� in the ITG case, while the classic HM
equation �35� describes a system in which streamers
�with kx=0� can be sustained in ETG. Indeed the last
case is also probably relevant to TEM turbulence. Al-
though one of the stabilizing effects of TIM turbu-
lence is the negative magnetic shear, there are only
few dedicated investigations concerning the streamer
regime of the TIM turbulence.

�ii� It is well known that ITG or ETG instabilities may
grow exponentially until a nonlinear saturation
mechanism sets in. Such one saturation process is the
onset of so-called secondary instabilities. In particu-
lar, the role of these secondary instabilities in the for-
mation of zonal flows or streamers is shown in Ref.
30. It was proposed recently31 that there is a relation
between such secondary instabilities with a modula-
tional instability involving a four-mode coupling.
Such a modulational instability involves a pump wave
�describing here an initial streamer� Uq with kq given
by �kx ,ky�= �0,q�, a zonal flow U0 with wave vector
k0= �p ,0�, and two sidebands U� with wavevectors
k�= �p , �q�. According to the classic wavevector
and frequency matching conditions, these modes are
allowed to nonlinearly interact with each other in dif-
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ferent ways. In particular, the zonal flow �ky =0� or the
streamer �kx=0� mode is only a special component of
general secondary fluctuations large-scale structures.

�iii� A crucial issue is to understand whether the zonal
flow or streamer in ITG or ETG turbulence is prefer-
entially generated. Recently, a physical mechanism
was identified31 as the governing role of the magnetic
shear: The nonlinear formation of large-scale struc-
tures such as zonal flow, streamers, or LSSS modes
can be controlled by the magnetic shear. The exis-
tence of different regimes of interaction seems to in-
dicate the possibility of a bifurcationlike mechanism
depending on the magnetic shear parameter.

�iv� The model equation describing the ion dynamics in
ITG mode is essentially a HM equation while TIMs
are described here in Eqs. �22�–�25� using a reduced
kinetic Vlasov description. Consequently, the dissipa-
tion mechanism, which is a key element in the turbu-
lent flow, is different in our model. Note that the pres-
ence of the polarization drift nonlinearity is a key
element for the growth of the instability in the HM
model. In the reduced Vlasov model describing the
TIM turbulence, this term is not required to start up
the instability. Note that the streamers also suffer from
the Landau damping so that zonal flow may become
more unstable in a realistic plasma. In particular, us-
ing a drift-kinetic Vlasov model, Jenko and Scott32

showed that the Landau damping is associated with
parallel trapping to reduce the transport for low mag-
netic shear �s�1�, whereas it plays a very weak role
for higher shear �s�1�.

IV. LINEAR ANALYSIS OF THE TIM INSTABILITY

In order to provide a simple physical picture of the TIM
turbulence in the linear regime, the dispersion relation was
obtained by linearizing Eqs. �22� and �25�, using relations
�23� and �24� for the time derivative with �we have omitted
the “barr” notation here to simplify the presentation�

f�,E��3,�,t� = F0��� + 	
n

f̃n���ei�n�3−�t�, �38�

Ũ = U0��� + 	
n

Ũn���ei�n�3−�t�, �39�

where the equilibrium distribution function and potential are
taken as �the energy E being normalized to T0�

F0��� = e−E�1 + ���d��;s��E − 3
2��� , �40�

U0��� = 0. �41�

Here �� is the normalized temperature gradient ��� /T0�
��dT0 /d��. Two remarks must be pointed out.

�i� First it is possible to determine the marginal solution
for the electric potential fluctuations. The reduced Vla-
sov equation �22�, together with the quasineutrality
condition equation �25�, gives the condition �assuming
the polarization term negligible in first approximation�

CeŨn =
2

�

�

0

�

dE�E�
0

1

d��K���
n��e−E�E − 3

2�
E −

�

n�d��;s�

Ĵ0Un
˜,

�42�

with the usual Landau prescription on the imaginary
part of �. In the linear regime the imaginary part of Eq.
�42� must cancel exactly for the marginal solution,
which implies that the dispersion relation for TIM is
given by

� = 3
2n��d��. �43�

Equation �42� reduces then to:

Ũn −
��

Ce

2
�

�

0

�

dE�E�
0

1

d��K���e−EĴ0
2Ũn = 0, �44�

where Ĵ0 is approximated to

Ĵ0 = �1 + 1
4E�b

2��
2��1 + 1

4E�c
2��3

2 � . �45�

The ITG-like instability presents a threshold for
trapped ions given by

��s =
Ce

�
, �46�

where

� =
2

�

�

0

�

dE�E�
0

1

d��K���e−EJ0
2�
�b

�E�J0
2�
�c

�E� .

�47�

It is then possible to obtain the marginal solution by
solving Eq. �44�. For zero boundary conditions, we
obtain

Ũn��� = sin�l
�� with l = 1,2,3, . . . . �48�

The knowledge of this marginal solution allows us to
start the ITG-type instability at a very low level. For
instance, for l=1 and �c=0 the ITG instability thresh-
old is given by

��s =
Ce

1 − 3
4 ��b

2�� + 15
64��b

4��

. �49�

For instance, for typical fusion parameters using Ce

=0.10 the threshold is then ��s�0.100 074 0 very
close to the normalized value of Ce.

�ii� It is possible to obtain the �kinetic� dispersion relation
using the standard Landau analysis. For instance, for
l=1, which corresponds to the lowest gradient, the dis-
persion relation can be expressed as follows �with a
frequency shift given by ��=� /n− 3

2�d�� ;s� and as-

suming that Ĵ0
2�1�:
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1

2
���s

��
− 1� = �

0

1

d�
�K���

�d��;s�
1 +�3

2
+

��

�d��;s�

�Z��3

2
+

��

�d��;s�
�� , �50�

where Z is the Fried and Conte function. This relation
has been solved numerically with Ce=0.1, �b /��
=0.01. The result is shown in Fig. 1. The top panel in
Fig. 1 shows the growthrate �th /�d0 and the real fre-
quency � /�d0 as a function of the parameter ��−��s.
We see clearly that the instability occurs only above a
given threshold. The bottom panel in Fig. 1 represents
the evolution of the growthrate �th /�d0 as a function of
the banana width �b �assumed here to be fixed� for a
given value of ��−��s=0.0025 using a threshold of
��s�0.100 074 0. We see the possibility of stabiliza-
tion of the instability when �b reaches the value of
�bl=0.08��.

Next, we would like to discuss what happens if we take
into account the �-dependence in the drift precession fre-
quency �d. This �- dependence in �d is given by relation
�34� which defines the dimensionless quantity �̄d�� ;s�. The
�-dependence allows the introduction of the magnetic shear
parameter s. The magnetic shear describes the dependence of

field line direction on the coordinate across closed flux sur-
faces. Its magnitude varies both along and transverse to the
field lines. The longitudinal variation traps particles and
leads to the resulting physical picture of a banana orbit of the
projection of the guiding center orbit onto the cross section
at fixed toroidal angle. The transverse variation, referred usu-
ally as the magnetic shear, has stabilization effects on collec-
tive instabilities. Figure 2, on the top panel, shows the be-
havior of the quantity �̄d�� ;s� as a function of the pitch-
angle parameter �, for different values of the magnetic shear
s �−2�s�2�. We observe the possibility to obtain negative
values of �̄d�� ;s� when the magnetic shear is introduced.
According to Kadomtsev and Pogutse,12 the stabilization of
trapped particle driven instabilities takes place through the
reversal of the precession drift. In the bottom panel in Fig. 2,
we have plotted the behavior of the growthrate of the TIM
instability as a function of s in the linear regime: We see
clearly that �th /�d0 decreases for small values of the mag-
netic shear and the beginning of a stabilization process when
s�0.4.

Such a result confirms the possibility of stabilization
proposed recently33 where the authors proposed that the col-
lisionless TEM instability may be suppressed in the negative-
shear region due to the reversal of the toroidal precessional
drift of trapped electrons.

FIG. 1. �Color online� Linear growthrate and real fre-
quency of the driven ITG instability for trapped ion
modes as a function of the quantity ��−��s �on the top
panel� and as a function of the “banana width” �b �on
the bottom panel�.
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V. THE NUMERICAL SCHEME

The numerical resolution of the Vlasov kinetic equations
is generally performed using particle-in-cell methods, which
provide satisfying results with relatively few particles. How-
ever, for some applications, in particular, when resonant par-
ticles play an important role or when the numerical noise due
to the finite number of superparticles becomes too important,
another method must be found. A complementary approach
is to adopt an Eulerian point of view and to represent f on a
grid in two-dimension space in �� ,�3�.

Another way, which we have adopted here, is by com-
bining the Eulerian and the Lagrangian approaches into a
“semi-Lagrangian” �SL� scheme which traces back the tra-
jectories at every time step, always starting from the regular
“particle” distribution in the �� ,�3� space. Thus the idea
behind semi-Lagrangian advection is to try to get the best of
both approaches: the regular resolution of Eulerian schemes
and the enhanced stability of the Lagrangian ones. This is
achieved by using a different set of particles being chosen at
the beginning of the time step such that they arrive exactly at
the mesh points of the grid at the end of the time step. The
method is usually based on the well-known time splitting
scheme first introduced by Knorr and Cheng.34 Before con-
sidering the case of the TIM turbulence, we adopt to outline
here some of the physical meaning of this method in the case
of the study of an electrostatic one-dimensional plasma. We
want to solve the �normalized� Vlasov equation for the �elec-
tron here� distribution function f�x ,v , t�,

� f

�t
+ v

� f

�x
+ E�x,t�

� f

�v
= 0, �51�

where the electric field E�x , t� is given self-consistently by
the Poisson equation

�E

�x
= �

−�

+�

f�x,v,t�dv − 1, �52�

starting from a given initial condition f�x ,v , t=0�. Note that
in the electrostatic case considered here, x, v, and t are nor-
malized to the Debye length, the thermal velocity, and the
inverse plasma frequency �p

−1, respectively. The Vlasov
equation �51� is then integrated in the original phase space
by applying a splitting scheme �indeed a fractional step
method�, which consists of treating the convective term
v� f /�x and the acceleration term E� f /�v separately. The
crucial point is the representation of the electric field E�x , t�
by a succession of Dirac pulses E��x , t�=E�x , t��t	n��t
− tn+1/2�, where tn+1/2= �n+1 /2��t. Thus the numerical inte-
gration of the Vlasov–Poisson system is obtained by the fol-
lowing sequence of shifts:

f��x,v� = fn�x −
v�t

2
,v� , �53�

f���x,v� = fn�x,v − E�x,tn+1/2��t� , �54�

FIG. 2. �Color online� On the top panel a set of curves
representing the dimensionless drift frequency �̄d as a
function of the trapping parameter � for different values
of the magnetic shear. On the bottom panel, the behav-
ior of the linear growthrate as a function of the mag-
netic shear s.
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fn+1�x,v� = f���x −
v�t

2
,v� , �55�

where the electric field in Eq. �54� is obtained by solving the
Poisson equation �52� just after step �53�. It must be pointed
out that substituting successively Eqs. �53� and �54� into Eq.
�55� leads to

fn+1�x,v� = f��x − �t�v − 1
2E�x̃��t�,v − E�x̃��t� , �56�

with x̃=x−v�t /2. Thus we find that Eq. �56� is equivalent to
the following integrated equations of the characteristics of
the Vlasov equation �51� by comparing the arguments of f�

and we have

xn = xn+1 − �t
vn+1 − E�xn+�1/2�,tn+�1/2��
�t

2
� , �57�

vn = vn+1 − �tE�xn+�1/2�,tn+�1/2�� . �58�

The continuum form of the characteristic equations is of
course given by

dx

dt
= v and

dv
dt

= E�x�t�,t� . �59�

Thus, from a numerical point of view, the splitting scheme is
equivalent to an integration of the Vlasov equation along
their characteristics and is correct to the second order in �t.
However, from a physical point of view, it is very important
to understand how the SL model incorporates some basic
plasma properties such as the linear theory, in particular, for
a future study of the turbulence in plasmas. For instance,
linearizing Eq. �51� with E� around a homogeneous equilib-
rium �i.e., f�x ,v , t�=n0F0�v�+ f1�x ,v , t�� and performing the
usual Laplace �t→s� and Fourier �x→k� transforms yields35

to

− ik
E�k,s� +
i

k
	

n

E�k,s −
2i
n

�t
��

−�

+� dF0

dv
dv

s − ikv�
= �

−�

+� f1�k,v,0�dv
s − ikv

. �60�

However, the appearance of the sum 	n on the left-hand side
of Eq. �60� does not allow us to recover directly the plasma
dispersion relation. However since we know that the fre-
quency spectrum of the electric field does not exceed a few
�p �choosing �t such that �t�p�1 results in a zero contri-
bution of all terms of the sum on the left-hand side of Eq.
�60�, except for n=0 which recovers the usual Landau dis-
persion relation�.

This method can be then applied to the treatment of the
gyrokinetic Vlasov equation �22�. Here Poisson equation
�52� is replaced by the quasineutrality condition �25�. Re-

writing the gyropotential Ĵ0Ũ in the form of a Dirac pulse

Ĵ0Ũ�=	n�tJ0Ũ��t− tn+1/2�, the numerical integration scheme
is then given by the following sequence:

f���,�3� = fn��,�3 −
�d��;s�E�t

2
� , �61�

f����,�3� = f��� +
�

��3
�Ĵ0Ũ+��t,�3 −

�

��
�Ĵ0Ũ+��t� ,

�62�

f���,�3� = fn��,�3 −
�d��;s�E�t

2
� , �63�

where Ĵ0Ũ+= Ĵ0Ũ��3− ���d�� ;s�E�t� /2� ,� , tn+1/2� and the
second step is integrated along the characteristics without
time splitting, f�� is then interpolated using a tensor product
of cubic B-splines �i.e., a direct two-dimensional advection
scheme�. This corresponds to use

�n = �n+1 +
�

��3
�Ĵ0Ũ+��t , �64�

�3,n = �3,n+1 − �d��;s�E�t −
�

��
�Ĵ0Ũ+��t , �65�

for the numerical integration of the Vlasov equation �22�
along the characteristics given by Eqs. �24� and �23�.

We have also introduced a transition region where the
potential fluctuations are damped at box boundaries. A buffer
region then is introduced at the boundaries in �. These fluc-
tuations at the boundaries are controlled by a diffusion coef-
ficient D. Thus in practice, the right-hand side of the Vlasov

equation �22� is replaced by the term ���D�� f̄�, where the
diffusion coefficient D��� is zero except in the buffer region.

Some remarks are worth noting:

�i� To keep the accuracy of the second order in time, time
splitting between the phase space coordinates �� ,�3�
in the second equation �62� of the sequence of inte-
gration is not allowed in our Vlasov equation36 be-
cause the advection field in each resulting split equa-
tion would be not divergence free. Therefore a direct
two-dimensional advection is required. It is not the
case for the global sequence equations �61�–�63�.

�ii� There are two main reasons for considering this SL
approach instead of particle methods. First the Vlasov
method does not produce numerical noise, an advan-
tage that is particularly important with respect to
trapped particle dynamics in turbulent regime since
we can theoretically start up the ITG instability from
the round-off errors of the computer. This allows us to
study primary parametriclike three-wave interaction
scenario as a possible path toward the fully developed
turbulence. Second, it is made sure that all relevant
regions of phase space are well represented. For ex-
ample, the low-density phase space distribution func-
tion keeps the same sampling allowing a good de-
scription of the Landau resonance or wave-trapped
particles resonance in the precession motion of par-
ticles. Even if the use of action-angle variable leads to
a more accurate description of wave-particle interac-
tion in a numerical point of view, the accuracy of the
SL model allows us to follow the interaction of a
weak number of modes without the excitation of all
the spectrum when the numerical noise is too high.
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�iii� In gyrokinetic simulations �in particular, when involv-
ing five-dimensional phase space�, attempts to further
reduce the numerical demands have proven to be
challenging for ITG or TIM turbulence. Efficiency
may be improved by the use of �J ,�� action-angle
variables which remove the constraint of explicit Vla-
sov solvers to resolve the fastest dynamics in the
plasma even if it does not affect the accuracy. Here
two independent variables ��1 ,�2� corresponding to
the gyrophases have been removed and two of the
remaining variables E, � �or more generally E and ��
enter the equations only as parameters, which reduce
the associated numerical effort. This makes possible
the simulation on long time scales. The second advan-
tage is a direct parallelization along the invariants E
and �. However numerical Vlasov simulations have
shown that it is necessary to keep a sufficient number
of invariants in order to keep a high accuracy and to
control the start up of the instability. Indeed the more
the phase space sampling or the number of invariants
is high, the best is the control of the instability.

�iv� The last point concerns the competition process be-
tween the growth of the linear modes described by the
linear theory of the ITG instability and the toroidal
nonlinear coupling obtained in the framework of the
parametric three-oscillator model or the modulational
instability. Provided that the initial broadening of the
frequency spectrum is not too large, the model allows
a very description of the standard Landau dispersion
relation. However in the developed turbulence re-
gime, Vlasov simulations have shown that more than
about 100 invariants in energy are required to follow
accurately the initial phase of the instability and to
separate the linear aspect of the instability growth and
the nonlinear coupling which arises near the threshold
of the instability.

VI. TIM TURBULENCE BEHAVIOR IN PARTICULAR
REGIMES OF DYNAMICAL INTEREST

A. Nonlinear Vlasov simulation at moderate magnetic
shear „s=0.5…

The starting point for a systematic investigation of TIM
turbulence is the gyrokinetic Vlasov model coupled with the
quasineutrality condition initiated in an equilibrium state
with a perturbed term. Numerical simulations were carried
out using our SL Vlasov solver, in the case of an initial
distribution function given by

f�,E��3,�,t = 0� = e−E�1 + ���E − 3
2���d��;s� + ��Ĵ0U� ,

�66�

where Ũ=U0 sin�
��cos�10�3� is the initial electrostatic po-
tential perturbation. In simulation normalized quantities were
used: The time is normalized to the inverse drift frequency
�d0

−1, the poloidal flux is given in �� units �with ��
=r0R0B0 /q0�, the energy E is given in T0 unit, and the po-
tential is expressed in T0 /e unit �note we have indeed the
condition �d0��=T0 /e�.

For now, we would like to restrict to quasineutrality con-
dition without polarization term, various generalizations will
follow later in Sec. VI B. Simulations were carried out with
a temperature gradient �� just above the threshold of the ion
trapped instability. We have used here ��−��s=0.007 50
with a value of the threshold of ��s=0.100 074 0. We take a
banana width of �b /��=0.010 and a magnetic shear of s
=0.50. The phase space sampling is then N�=128 and N�3
=512. We choose to keep fixed the sampling in � �pitch-
angle parameter� �N�=16� and perform three simulations for
different sampling in energy: NE=32, 64, and 128 values of
the “adiabatic” invariant E.

Figure 3 shows the temporal evolution of the initially

perturbed mode �eŨn=10 /T0��, averaged over the poloidal
flux �, in a logarithmic scale, for three different values of the

FIG. 3. Time evolution of the Fourier mode n=10 of the electric potential,
in a logarithmic scale for different values of the number of invariants in
energy. This mode is initially excited at a weak level and grows then in time.
The numerical simulation performed with a positive and moderate magnetic
shear �s=0.5�.
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energy invariant. The evolution exhibits linear properties:
The mode n=10 matches the respective linear phase at the
beginning of the growth. The curves exhibit three different
phases or regimes in time. If one starts out with a density
perturbation amplitude well below the unity �close to 10−4�,
the system first goes through a linear phase in which the
nonlinear terms are negligible during this step and the vari-
ous modes in the system remain uncoupled to each other. We
observe that it is possible to follow the linear phase for a
much longer time by increasing the number of invariants in
energy. The top panel corresponds to NE=32, the middle
panel to NE=64, while the bottom panel is obtained for NE

=128. The linear numerical growthrate is close to �num /�d0

�0.050 in fair agreement with the theoretical value of
�th /�d0�0.045 obtained by solving the dispersion relation
�50�. As expected, it turns out that the system is quickly
dominated by the excited mode n=10, initially perturbed
here. Although the other modes are also excited, they remain
at a very weak level due to the very low level of numerical
noise afforded by the SL model. The energy is tapped via the
linear ITG instability and set into the other modes: The in-
teraction leads to the growth of the mode n=30 �close to the
third harmonic�, which rapidly becomes the dominant mode
�not shown here�. This mechanism of nonlinear mode cou-
pling modifies the structure of the mode n=10 in time and

leads to the increase of the growthrate. This nonlinear mode
coupling forms the second phase of the instability, followed
by the saturation regime.

The spectrum in frequency is shown on the top panel in
Fig. 4 for NE=128. We see clearly that the two modes are
dominant here: The first one corresponds to the initial per-
turbation �the driving term� at a frequency close to �1

= 3
2n1��d���13�d0 choosing the mode n1=10 and a value of

��d���0.866. The second peak corresponds to the mode n3

=30 and is close to �3�39.5�d0. The excitation of the mode
n3=30 is clearly visible at the bottom panel in Fig. 4, which
has been plotted at time t�d0=16, well in the region of the
nonlinear coupling. The corresponding frequency seems in
good agreement with the expected value of �3= 3

2n3��d��

�39�d0 using ��d���0.866. We observe also the presence
of a weaker mode �2�27�d0, which seems to indicate a
three-wave parametriclike coupling with the mode n2=20
�i.e., having a linear frequency of �2= 3

2n2��d���26�d0 in
well agreement with the observed value in the spectrum�.
The bottom panels in Fig. 4 corresponds to the plot of the

spectrum of the potential fluctuations �eŨ /T0�� as a function
of the toroidal number. At left, plotted at time t�d0=4, we
observe the initial perturbation mode growth on n1=10, the
other modes being negligible. At time t�d0=16 �middle bot-

FIG. 4. Continuing the presentation of
results of simulation shown in Fig. 3,
the frequency spectrum �on the top
panel� exhibits two dominant modes,
verifying the standard dispersion rela-
tion �=3n��d� /2. The corresponding
spectrum in toroidal number of the po-
tential is shown at bottom panels for
three different times at each step of the
evolution. Note the damping of the
second dominant mode at the satura-
tion at time t�d0=40.
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tom panel�, the dominant modes are n=10 and n=30, as the
result of the occurring of nonlinear mode coupling. Finally at
time t�d0=40, the nonlinear coupling disappears and the sys-
tem returns to the initial state, now dominated by the stream-
er’s growth on the mode n=10. The mechanism responsible
for such mode coupling is not well understood although ex-
actly resonant three-wave interactions have been implicated:
The spectrum in frequency broadens and shows the possibil-
ity of triad interactions of the type n3=n2+n1 and �3=�2

+�1, usually met in the Kolmogorov cascade.37 However it
must be pointed out that the standard Kolmogorov cascade
usually met in fluid turbulence cannot be applied here since
only a restricted number of modes is excited in our system.
The mechanism of the instability is induced by wave-particle
resonance at the precessional frequency �d. Here in the gy-
rokinetic Vlasov approach, the energy is distributed along the
adiabatic invariants � �or equivalently the pitch-angle pa-
rameter �� and the energy E, allowing particle-wave reso-
nances.

The instability starts up without any polarization term,
usually necessary in the HM model. The corresponding elec-
tric potential behavior is shown in phase space in Figs. 5–7
for the three phases of the instability for NE=128. The cor-
responding time evolution of the potential mode n=10 is
thus shown in the bottom panel in Fig. 3. The linear phase
�estimated in the range 0� t�d0�7� exhibits the growth of
the expected mode n=10, which is here characterized by the
formation of a streamerlike structure, elongated along the �
coordinate. Here the TIM system �for a magnetic shear of

FIG. 5. �Color online� Phase space representation of the electric potential
during the initial phase of the ITG instability, for a value of the magnetic
shear of s=0.5. Streamerlike structure is observed corresponding to the for-
mation of ten filaments in agreement with the initial perturbed mode
n=10.

FIG. 6. �Color online� Continuing the presentation of the behavior of the
electric potential in the second phase of the ITG instability: We observe now
the nonlinear mode coupling with the appearance and strong growth on the
second mode n=30.

FIG. 7. �Color online� The corresponding phase space representation at later
times during the saturation phase. The simulation was performed with s
=0.5. We observe a more complex behavior characterized by the damping of
the second dominant mode and ten streamers are now apparent.
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s=0.5� allows a dominant role of streamers due to the rela-
tive weakness of zonal flows. The forward energy transfer is
carried out by three-wave interactions that couple the ini-
tially perturbed mode �the streamer mode n1=10� to its har-
monics n2=20 and n3=30. The nonlinearity of the distribu-
tion fE,�, induced by the E�B drift term, yields to the
growth of the dominant mode n3=30. At time t�d0=24 in
Fig. 6, the phase space behavior indicates clearly the occur-
ring of 30 streamerlike structures. In that regime, zonal flows
have practically no impact on the saturated transport level,
implying that the dominant saturation mechanism must be of
a different nature. In Fig. 7, well inside the saturation regime,
we see clearly that only ten streamers are now present in the
electric potential. A possible explanation is that the three-
wave interaction between TIMs ceases �like by detuning pro-
cess�. Such three-wave interaction mechanism was also pre-
dicted by Terry et al.24,38 for TEM in the case of a two-field
model �density- potential� allowing an inverse cascade pro-
cess induced by the nonlinearity in the potential equation.
Here the situation is however a little more complex since
wave-particle resonances lead to a kinetic-type dissipation
and the density and the electric potential can remain in phase
in the process.

B. Polarization effect

The polarization effect appears in the Poisson equation
or here in the quasineutrality condition �25� by the introduc-
tion of the polarization density �the Laplacian term�. It is due
to the difference between the real trapped particle density
and the bounce-averaged banana center density. Densities are
defined from the distribution function of particles f while the
bounce-averaged gyrokinetic equation �22� �with the data of
the characteristics �23� and �24�� deals with the smoothed

�bounce plus cyclotron averaged� f̄E,� distribution function.
The resulting density fluctuation n̄i, for banana centers, can

be related to f̄E,� in the following way:39

n̄i =
2

�

�

0

�

dE�E�
0

�max

d��K���Ĵ0 f̄�,E − n0

−
2

�

�

0

�

dE�E�
0

�max

d��K����1 − Ĵ0
2�feqŨ , �67�

where the equilibrium distribution function is Maxwellian
feq=n0e−E �keeping the normalization of the energy to T0�.
Once projected onto the Fourier base, the last integral in Eq.
�67� is proportional to 1−J0

2���E� with �=n�ci+k��b���
�where �ci and �b are normalized to ���. This quantity may
be approximated by the following equation:

2
�

�

0

�

dE�E�
0

�max

d��K����1 − J0
2���E��e−E

� 1 − I0��2�e−�2
�68�

using the approximation �b���=const. Here I0 is the modi-
fied Bessel function of the first kind. For the sake of simplic-
ity, we keep only the first term �2 in the expansion �→0. In
the real space, this term is then equivalent to the standard

form of the normalized operator �2→�2��ci
2 ��3

2 +�b
2��

2 ,
where �b�q0�ci /���� and �ci=r0

�miT0 /eq0.
Recently the formalism of one-form mechanics and Lie-

perturbation theory20 was employed. In particular, the full
banana orbit width effect was retained in both bounce-
averaged Vlasov and Poisson equation. Our analysis differs
from the general form of the neoclassical polarization den-
sity given by Fong and Hahm20 in the sense where the au-
thors take into account the deviation from the bounce center
radial ��� and field line ��3� position. Here we have assumed

that the quantity �G=�3+q�r0�	̂�J ,�2�+ �̂�J ,�2� given in

Eq. �9� is approximated to �3+q�r0�	̂���, i.e., neglecting the
deviation from the regular precession motion �̂. Recently39

we have shown that the electron response �in particular, in an
adiabatic form� may modify the nature of ion turbulence. The
electron response to zonal flow modes was found to govern
the characteristics of the convective cells in the turbulent
regime, and streamer ��e=0� or zonal flows ��e=1� dominate
depending on whether the electron response is adiabatic or
zero.

To check this feature, we have performed a numerical
simulation for an ITG threshold of ��s=0.1075, ��−��s

=0.0075 being identical to the case shown in Fig. 3 �bottom
panel�, a magnetic shear of s=0.5, and a banana width of
�b=0.010��. We have used a phase space sampling of
N�N�3

of 128�512 points and a number of adiabatic invari-
ants of NEN� of 128�16. We use a time step of �t�d0

=0.005 and Ce=0.10. We keep the case �e=0 to study the
streamer regime of the TIM instability. Numerical results are
shown in Figs. 8 and 9 and the corresponding phase space
representation of the electric potential in Fig. 10. Figure 8
shows, on a logarithmic scale, the time evolution of the elec-
tric potential mode n=10, when both polarization effects and
electron adiabatic response are taken into account. The tem-
poral behavior is somewhat similar to the previous case,
without polarization and when �e=0: The linear phase pre-
sents the same growthrate �lin�0.06�d0 and the mode cou-

FIG. 8. Time evolution of the Fourier mode n=10 of the electric potential
fluctuations performed when the polarization density is taken into account.
The simulation parameters are identical to those of the plot of Fig. 3 without
polarization. The simulation parameters are ��−��s=0.0075, ��s=0.1075,
and a magnetic shear of s=0.5. Three different phases may be observed: a
linear one followed by the nonlinear mode coupling and finally the phase of
saturation.
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pling leads to the growth of several modes. In particular, the
mode n=10 exhibits again the same growthrate �nl

�0.25�d0. One notes however a strong reduction of the satu-
ration level of the amplitude of the electric potential in this
regime and the corresponding frequency spectrum of the

quantity eŨ /T0 differs now showing that the saturation
mechanism is modified. The growth of the ITG instability is
balanced by the occurring of a larger-scale structures as
LSSS modes, as can be seen in the bottom right panel in Fig.
9. Usually due to their fundamentally different character, the
coexistence of both types �streamers or zonal flows� can be
excluded; rather, one �or none� of them will dominate. Figure
10 shows the behavior of the electric potential fluctuations in
phase space. Small structures appear as a consequence of the
nonlinear mode coupling at time t�d0=20. At time t�d0=24
several Fourier modes are now present and close to the domi-
nant mode n=21. These structures seem to coalesce leading
to a saturated state dominated by larger-scale structures. In
particular we expect to the presence of the mode n=0 a zonal
flow �structure elongated along �3�. However the zonal flow
seems to remain at a very weak level in this studied regime,
where streamers are also present. In the following sections,
we will address the questions of the occurring of dominant
zonal flow �in particular, in the saturation process� for differ-
ent values of the magnetic shear.

C. TIM turbulence for high values
of the magnetic shear

The next simulation is performed with a magnetic shear
of s=2.5 well inside the strong regime of the fully developed
turbulence, the other physical parameters being unchanged.
Figure 11 shows the time evolution of two different Fourier
modes of the electric potential fluctuations n1=10 and n2

=31 �on top and bottom panels in Fig. 11, respectively�. The
corresponding frequency spectrum is plotted on top panel in
Fig. 12 together with the spectra as a function of n �toroidal
number� at two different times t�d0=12 �bottom left panel�
and t�d0=30 �bottom right panel�. The first time corresponds
to an intermediate state whereas the second is taken at the
saturation of the instability. The spectrum in frequency
shows a number of fluctuation peaks. The peaks satisfy the
linear dispersion relationship given by Eq. �43�. Many of the
peaks are excited by nonlinear couplings with others peaks.

FIG. 9. Corresponding frequency spectrum on the top panel and the wave-
number spectrum at two different times during the simulation on bottom
panels. Here the polarization density is included. The magnetic shear is
s=0.5.

FIG. 10. �Color online� Corresponding behavior of the potential fluctuations
in the �� ,�3� space: The saturated state is now dominated by large-scale
streamer-type structures. We do not observe the presence of a zonal flow
n=0. Here the magnetic shear is s=0.5 and the polarization density is taken
into account.
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We observe that the mechanism of turbulence trigger is due
to the three-wave interaction processes. In particular, we ob-
serve the parametriclike nonlinear coupling �3=�1+�2 and
n3=n1+n2 �the corresponding frequencies were indicated on
the top panel�. Table I gives the frequencies and toroidal
numbers of the different TIMs. We observe here that the
intermediate mode �n2 ,�2� exhibits a dominant peak close to
the value predicted by the linear theory �2= 3

2n2��d��

�116.2�d0 using a mean value of ��d���2.5 �for a mag-
netic shear of s=2.5� and a wavevector of n2=31. �This
mode was plotted at the bottom panel in Fig. 11, the mode
n3=41 is not represented here; however we have observed in
the simulation the growth of more 50 modes in time�.

Some features of the instability must be pointed out.

�i� First, we have identified the streamer structure �n3

=41� in the phase space in the growth phase �i.e., the
nonlinear coupling regime of TIMs� as can be ob-
served in Fig. 13, where we have plotted the electric
fluctuating potential at three different times. First at
time t�d0=15 we observe the beginning of the occur-
ring of streamers: We may observe 41 structures
which give a clear indication that it is effectively the
mode n3 which is here dominant. At later time t�d0

=18 this mode reaches its maximum value and the
streamer structure was shown to be extended in the �
direction �radial direction�. The growth of the
streamer mode continues until a suppression mecha-
nism sets on. The time evolution indicates an inverse
energy cascade from the short scale structure toward

larger scales. The nonlinear triplets coupling �i.e., ac-
cording to n3=n1+n2�, that leads to streamer forma-
tion, determines here multiple characteristic time
scales and �mesoscopic� spatial scales in turbulent
plasmas.

�ii� Spatial spectrum analysis of interchangelike TIM tur-
bulence in this simulation clearly displays a conden-
sation tendency of turbulent fluctuation energy toward
a finite mode �n�0�, as typically shown at the bottom
right panel in Fig. 12. Note that the frequency of the
mode n=6 is clearly visible in the upper pattern of the
frequency spectrum: We expect the linear value �
= 3

2n��d���22.5�d0 �close to the numerical value of
�num�22.10�d0 whereas the zonal flow mode re-
mains at a weak level but not however negligible�.
The saturated state which follows is characterized by

FIG. 11. Now carried out with a magnetic shear of s=2.5, on the top panel
the time evolution of the mode n=10 and on the bottom panel, the behavior
of the mode n=31 �shown in a logarithmic scale�.

FIG. 12. Corresponding plot in frequency spectrum on the top panel to-
gether with the spectra in wave-numbers �here as a function of the toroidal
number n� at two different times on the bottom panels. The simulation and
physical parameters correspond to those of Fig. 11 �magnetic shear of s
=2.5�.

TABLE I. Corresponding values of frequencies obtained by solving the
linear dispersion relation compared with the numerical values obtained by
the SL Vlasov code for the TIM instability.

Mode n Frequency �= 3
2n��d��

�num

�in �d0 units�

n1 10 37.5 38.0

n2 31 116.2 117.0

n3 41 153.7 154.0
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the domination of larger-scale TIM �here the mode
n=6� induced by the inverse energy cascade. Such an
inverse energy cascade has been observed
experimentally40 with the observation of several
matching rules for frequencies �for three-wave inter-
actions�, broad turbulence spectra including spectral
condensation and zonal flow generation.

D. Inverse cascade toward LSSS

We report here the numerical evidence of the inverse
energy cascade which results in the generation of the broad-
band spectrum and large-scale �TIM� turbulent structures,
but which differ from the standard zonal flow usually met in
the saturation process of ITG in toroidal plasmas. From a
physical point of view turbulent transport depends on both
�spatial� spectrum nature and fluctuation level, which are
represented by effective nonlinear decorrelation length and
time decorrelation. In contrast to the ITG standard case TIM
turbulence may be saturated by inverse cascade with the for-

mation of streamer nonlinearity on the long wavelength and
not by standard zonal flow. Thus large-scale structures with
low frequencies may interact with the primary fluctuations
and play a key role in the TIM turbulence saturation. Here
the dynamics of large-scale structures, generated by inverse
cascade, may become a mediator in the spectral cascading
and saturate TIM turbulence in Vlasov simulations.

We would like to assess here the role of such LSSS
modes and the inverse cascade in the collisionless TIM tur-
bulence. To this end, we compare “normal” TIM simulations
to run in which the nine first modes �from n=0 to n=8� are
artificially zeroed out �and, in particular, the zonal flow n
=0 is suppressed forbidding any growth�. Figure 14 shows
the corresponding numerical results of the simulation, per-
formed with the same physical parameters used in Figs.
11–13, except that we have suppressed the nine first modes.
�A first simulation performed with the artificial suppression
of modes n=0 until n=2 exhibits indeed exactly the same
features, implying that zonal flows are not the dominant satu-
ration mechanism here.� A very different behavior can be
observed when we choose to remove only the large-scale
dynamics in nonlinear interaction �characterized by the
modes from n=4 to n=6�. The simulation shows that the
inverse cascade persists and the low n-quasimodes are
formed in the frequency spectrum �up panel in Fig. 14 and in
the spatial spectrum at t�d0=30 in the asymptotic state at
bottom right panel�. Indeed the only path toward the conden-

FIG. 13. �Color online� Fluctuating electric potential representation in the
�� ,�3� space, for a value of the magnetic shear of s=2.5, continuing the
presentation of results of Figs. 11 and 12 for the same simulation.

FIG. 14. Numerical results when the nine first toroidal modes �from n=0 to
n=8� are artificially zeroed out: on top panel the spectrum in frequency
followed on bottom panels by the corresponding spectra in wave-numbers at
two different times. The inverse cascade persists and leads to the growth of
the mode n=11 �the other low-frequency modes being not available�.
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sation is now possible through the excitation of the modes
n�9. Although the beginning of the plasma evolution re-
mains identical in comparison with the case where we have
kept all modes �as can be seen at time t�d0=12 at the bottom
left panel in Fig. 14�, the asymptotic state differs since we
have forbidden an inverse cascade process till the lower
mode n=4. The system evolves until a saturation state of n
=12 streamerlike structure at time t�d0=30 �not shown
here�. These observations show that there may exist a corre-
lation between the excitation of long-wavelength LSSS
structures and the TIM turbulence saturation. Thus one of the
prominent saturation mechanisms is the inverse energy cas-
cade, which originates from nonlocal mode coupling pro-
cesses in TIM turbulence. The general nonlinear coupling
�here the toroidal coupling due to the curvature of the mag-
netic field� is a key process to excite the large wavelength
quasimode, which in turn have a backreaction on the TIM
turbulence saturation.

E. Temperature gradient threshold influence

We now investigate the TIM instability as a function of
��. A very different behavior can be observed for reasonably
large ion temperature gradients. We first check the existence
of a threshold in the TIM turbulence as predicted by the
model. The ITG threshold, for the case of TIM, is given by
formula �49�, which indicates, in particular, that for usual
tokamak plasma parameters, the ITG becomes stable if the
temperature gradient is chosen lower than ��s. We have
checked such a property by performing a simulation with a
value of the temperature gradient of ��=0.08, chosen well
below the theoretical threshold of ��s=0.100 075 and with
the same value of the magnetic shear s=2.5. The simulation
results, not shown here, confirm that the system remains
stable.

In the previous subsection, we have analyzed the nonlin-
ear dynamics of the system near the ITG instability thresh-
old: The dynamics is dominated by the forward cascade in
energy followed by the condensation process in the satura-
tion mechanism. Such a mechanism involves three-wave
parametriclike interaction and may be considered as a critical
nonlinear phenomenon for kinetic instability near the thresh-
old of the instability. It is a competition process with the
standard linear growth of the interchangelike instability. In
particular, if we choose to increase the gradient of the ITG
instability, i.e., by increasing the parameter �� we may ex-
pect that the interchange instability becomes the dominant
process with a stronger linear growthrate.

Results of a simulation carried out with a larger value of
the temperature gradient of ��=0.12 are shown in Fig. 15,
the magnetic shear being kept to s=2.5, i.e., well inside the
streamer regime. The frequency spectrum �shown in the top
panel in Fig. 15� indicates clearly that the initial mode per-
turbation �here n=10� remains the dominant mode, even in
the asymptotic regime of the saturation although the two first
harmonics are also present in the spectrum in wavevector but
remain at a very weak level �see the bottom left panel in Fig.
15 at time t�d0=10�. The dominant peak is observed at the
numerical frequency ��41.7�d0, which is somewhat higher

than the expected linear value of �= 3
2n��d���37.5�d0 using

��d���2.5, which is probably due to the high value of the
growthrate of the instability and of the presence of several
harmonics. The temporal evolution and the suppression of
the triad interaction and the inverse energy cascade lead to
the development of a saturated state with clear indication of
the formation of a streamer structure on the mode n=10. The
nature of the final state depends crucially on the value of the
ion temperature gradient. The nonlinear phase of the evolu-
tion of the TIM instability is characterized by the growth of
the linearly unstable mode �here only the mode n=10 is per-
turbed initially� and the occurrence of the expected nonlinear
mode coupling. In the saturated state, which follows the sup-
pression of the nonlinear mode coupling, the initially per-
turbed mode n=10 then becomes the dominant mode and the
spatial spectrum, shown at the bottom right panel in Fig. 15,
exhibits clearly only the corresponding peak. This occurs
because the smaller scale instabilities that support the growth
of triad excitation got suppressed by the most unstable insta-
bility, here the interchangelike ITG instability.

F. Transport scaling

The thermal diffusivity is now studied in this section and
we show that it exhibits a Bohm-like scaling. Bohm-like
scaling may be expected and is relevant to several scenarios,
including turbulence spreading41–43 from the linearly active
�unstable� region to the linearly inactive �stable� region. The

FIG. 15. Numerical results concerning a simulation carried out with a higher
ion temperature gradient of ��=0.12, well above the threshold of ��s

=0.100 075. At time t�d0=20, in the phase of the instability’s saturation,
only the mode n=10 is present.
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standard approach involves a random walk type of picture
for diffusive processes using the scale length of streamer
structure as the step size �close to the system size �� when
streamers dominates� and a time correlation of �d0

−1 as the
time step. The transport scaling is Bohm-like with a thermal
diffusivity proportional to �B=�d0��2=T0 /eB0. On the
other hand, in the gyro-Bohm scaling, we expect a correla-
tion length of ��b��. The thermal diffusivity is then �gB

=�B�b /��. Thus the thermal diffusivity may be estimated by
the relation

�

�B
= � �b

��
��

, �69�

where �=1 for the gyro-Bohm scaling and �=0 for the stan-
dard Bohm scaling. To check this point five numerical simu-
lations have been performed for different values of the pa-
rameter �b /��.

Averaging the gyrokinetic Vlasov equation �22� using
characteristics �23� and �24� leads to the heat equation

3

2

�P

�t
+

�Q

��
= 0, �70�

where the pressure term is given by

3

2
P��,t� = �

0

2
 d�3

2

�EfE,���,E. �71�

The corresponding heat flux is then

Q = �
0

2
 d�3

2

�E�−

�

��3
�Ĵ0Ũ�� fE,�

�,E
, �72�

where the mean operator denotes the following quantity:

� . ��,E = �
0

1

d��K���
2

�

�

0

+�

dE�E . �73�

In order to obtain an estimation of the thermal diffusivity
ratio � /�B, we compare the computed turbulent flux given by
the semi-Lagrangian Vlasov solver with the quasilinear value
using Eq. �72�. The time-averaged heat flux defined above
can be written using Fourier series as

Q��� = 	
n
�

−�

+� d�

2

�inĴ0Ũn�

� ���fE,�,n���,E. �74�

Using the linear expression of fE,�,n���� used in Sec. IV to
establish the linear dispersion relation for TIM, we then
obtain

QQL = − 2�
�� 	�
0

1

d��K���n
1

2


��
−�

+� d�

n�d���
�Ĵ0Ũn��2�n��,�� , �75�

where we have defined �n by

�n = � �

n�d���
�3/2

exp�−
�

n�d���
�� �

n�d���
−

3

2
� .

Finally we obtain �using �B=�d0��2� the relation

�

�B
=

Q

QQL
. �76�

Numerical results are presented in Table II for different
values of the ratio of the banana width over the system
length �b /��. Simulations were carried out with the follow-
ing physical parameters ��=0.12 and a magnetic shear of
s=2.5 �the corresponding simulation for �b /��=0.01 is
shown in Fig. 15 and corresponds to the limit of the streamer
regime since the spectrum exhibits only a single frequency�.
However when we increase �b /��, the interchange instabil-
ity decreases and the system enters into the streamer regime.
Numerical estimation of the thermal diffusivity has been ob-
tained in the linear phase of the instability before the forward
cascade takes place. In Table II we give the numerical value
of the heat flux eQ /T0 averaged over the poloidal flux �. We
see clearly that this quantity is much lower than the quasi-
linear estimate �close to 75%� but remains constant as a func-
tion of the ratio �b /��, which indicates a Bohm-like scaling
during the first phase of the instability �streamer growth�.
During the nonlinear saturation of the instability the situation
is somewhat more complicated since an accurate estimate of
the quasilinear heat flux given by Eq. �75� requires a lot of
modes.

G. Low magnetic shear regime

We analyze now the effect of the magnetic shear which
plays a major role in determining the generation of streamers
�for high values of s� or zonal flows in a domain of low
magnetic shear values. Such parametric dependence in the
high magnetic shear window is favorable for streamer
growth. On the contrary we expect a stabilizing mechanism
for TIM instability for a negative magnetic shear. However
this process is accompanied by the generation of a zonal
flow. To confirm this point a numerical simulation with a
negative magnetic shear of s=−0.5 is performed. We have
used a temperature gradient �� just above the threshold of
the ITG instability �with ��−��s=0.0075�. The introduction
of a reversal shear leads to a complete stabilization of the
ITG-driven ion trapped instability. The initially excited TIM
�on the mode n=10� damps and remains at a very weak level
during all the simulation. The corresponding spectra are

TABLE II. Values of the mean quasilinear turbulent heat flux eQQL /T0, the
numerical value eQ /T0, and the thermal diffusivity normalized to the Bohm
value � /�B for different values of the banana width normalized to the sys-
tem length.

�b /�� eQQL /T0 eQ /T0 � /�B

0.010 −6.53�10−5 −4.50�10−5 0.69

0.025 −0.99�10−6 −0.75�10−6 0.75

0.050 −2.30�10−7 −1.75�10−7 0.76

0.075 −3.95�10−9 −3.0�10−9 0.75

0.1 −2.02�10−11 −1.5�10−11 0.75
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shown in Fig. 16: The top panel exhibits the spectrum in
frequency showing that no broadening in the spectrum is
observed in that plasma state. The bottom panels in Fig. 16
show the spectra in wave vector at two different times during
the plasma evolution t�d0=12 and in the asymptotic time
t�d0=40. The left bottom panel shows the plasma behavior
in the intermediate regime at time t�d0=12: Two peaks are
occurring in the spectrum in toroidal number; we observe the
initial excited mode and the appearance of a zonal flow struc-
ture. Such a structure grows strongly in that regime and be-
comes dominant leading to a global stabilization of the ITG
instability.

It is found that in the negative-shear case with s=−0.5,
zonal flows are enhanced and efficiently suppress the turbu-
lent trapped ion heat transport. As the magnetic shear in-
creases, the zonal flow level tends to decrease �for s�0.3�
and the ion transport increases. In plasma with higher mag-
netic shears �s�1�, zonal flow component may become al-
most ignorable and streamer-type structures are then ob-
served clearly. These streamer structures disappear for
negative shears. Note also that the zonal flow is also visible
in this Vlasov simulation, performed with a temperature gra-
dient �� chosen well below the threshold ��s, which is a
clear indication of the stabilization mechanism of the ITG
instability by zonal flow. Indeed the marginal equilibrium
plasma state is maintained by the formation of a zonal flow.

VII. CONCLUSION

Trapped ion mode turbulence has been studied using a
reduced Vlasov equation averaged over fast time scales, cy-
clotron, and bounce motion of trapped particles in the pres-
ence of a magnetic shear. Such instabilities are characterized
by low frequencies of the order of the trapped particle pre-
cession frequency and radial scales of the order of several
ion banana widths. TIMs are thus a simple prototype of ki-
netic instability induced by the resonance of trapped particles
with waves or fluctuations through their precession motion
which implies low toroidal numbers allowing fast global gy-
rokinetic simulations. Although such modes are predicted by
Kadomtsev and Pogutse 40 years ago and are known to be
subject to interchangelike instabilities, their hybrid fluid and
kinetic aspects reveal new features; we may also meet in
TEM turbulence, in particular, the property to generate a
streamer-type turbulence.

A gyrokinetic Vlasov solver has been developed and
implemented on a parallel computer using a semi-Lagrangian
numerical scheme, the self-consistency being ensured by the
quasineutrality condition. Such a code can simulate large-
scale structures by computing the wave-particle interactions
from first principles. The accuracy afforded by our code al-
lows us to obtain new insights and physical pictures of satu-
ration mechanisms of the TIM turbulence and the resulting
streamer-induced transport in the presence of magnetic shear.
The nature of the final state �dominated by zonal flow or
streamer� depends on the level of the threshold of the tem-
perature �or density� gradient turbulence and of the strength
of the magnetic shear. The magnetic shear is identified to
play a key role in the saturation mechanism or large wave-
length �TIM-like� structure selection. Spatial spectral analy-
sis of TIM turbulence clearly display a condensation ten-
dency of turbulent fluctuation energy to large wavelength
�LSSS� structure component for high values of the magnetic
shear and to zonal flow component to reverse or smaller
magnetic shears. Such a process appears in a subcritical re-
gime close to the threshold of the ITG instability where non-
linear parametriclike three-wave mode coupling is possible.

Many of the ideas that are developed in this paper can, in
principle, be carried out for TEM turbulence. In addition a
more comprehensive comparison of TIM- and TEM-driven
streamers should include cases where the modes are strongly
coupled. This is left for future work.
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